Tuesday-Space

1. Morning Work-Have your child write their name on sheet. If you were not able to print, write your name in orange over the red and save for tomorrow.

2. Space Measurement-Use the Alien or Earth Ruler to measure the Space Pictures. Then record the measurements.

3. Read a book about space. Does your book have real photographs of space? What do you notice? What details do you see?

4. Space Play-Please do at least one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds-Hide letters in foil. Unwrap the letter, say the name and sound, then mark the letter on the letter hunt.
   B. Math-Find 5-10 dinosaur figures or stuffed animals. Sort the dinosaur by size, color, and number of legs. (If you do not have toy dinosaurs you can use resource sheet.)
   C. Fine Motor-Make an alien and planets with play dough. Use beads for eyes and cut up pipe cleaners for arms and legs.
   D. Make a space sculpture with foil. Twist, smash, and bend foil to make something. Decorate with Sharpie Markers.
   E. STEM-Make a rocket fort with blankets and pillows. Countdown and blast off into outer space.
   F. Blocks-Build a rocket out of blocks or legos

5. Space Extra (Remember these are just extra resources)
   A. Straw Rocket-Print rocket with rectangles. Cut out the rockets and rectangles. Set straw on the rocket and tape rectangle over rocket. Try different ways to make rocket fly-add extra weight from small items (paper clip, extra paper, ribbon, or pipe cleaner).
   B. Space Planet Book-Color the different planets.
   C. Play dough Mats-add the number of stars on the mat (this is also a SeeSaw Activity)
   D. Trace the Space Numbers
   E. Count and then graph space pictures

6. Complete SeeSaw Activities

7. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDrrWyXaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAbIcwFOA
   C. Count Days (What is our new pattern will be?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

8. Jolly Phonics-Our new letter is X this week. Sing the song, https://vimeo.com/106231366 (X is at 6:54)

9. We have PE. Go to Coach Red’s page to see her plan.

10. Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.
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